
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) uses live fish traps for surveying and collecting 
brood fish from various rivers and streams around Oregon state.  The trap is a simple device 
that is secured in the main flow of the stream by a rope and has a single funnel on the down-
stream side that directs the fish into a collection section of the trap that has a door access to 
collect, tag, etc. the captured fish.  Traps collect fish for only a few hours to a maximum of a 
few days duration thus requiring the biologist to retrieve captured fish frequently.  Traps vary in 
size from small for creeks to large for rivers.  The traps are normally set parallel to the stream 
flow with about 1/3 of the trap above the stream level but with the central hole below the 
water surface.  They collect brood stock as well as smaller fingerling+ sized fish.  Collected fish 
are protected from bird predation by the fine mesh and the continuous water flow. 

ODFW allowed the ANWS Mid-Valley Chapter volunteers to help repair these aging traps in 
preparation for next year’s use.  Repairs required included welding of damaged or broken 
support structures, removal of deteriorated vinyl mesh covers, installing new vinyl mesh covers 
with hundreds of zip ties, and adding ODFW signage to the completed traps.  In all, the two 
days of effort included about a dozen volunteers providing about 14 hours labor each.  Result 
was 6 traps completed and ready for use.  This was a great project for winter because it was 
conducted in the ODFW Adair Maintenance Building (out of the pouring rain).   

 
View of the trap nose and inner funnel with door access on left.  This is a river size trap. 



 
View into the downstream end of the trap.  The central funnel hole directs the fish into the 
holding area in the front of the trap.  The conical design of the funnel also makes it hard for the 
fish to find its way back out. 

 



 
Attaching the access door using zip ties as hinges.  Bungies secure the door closed.  Fish are 
removed from the trap via this door. 





 
Perspective of a river use size of the trap.  The creek or stream traps are as much as ¼ smaller.  
As the “skin” becomes complete, one person needs to be inside to return the ends of the zip 
ties to the workers on the outside. 

Besides keeping the equipment up, this gives us the chance to meet our local ODFW team of 
biologists and get to know what they are doing plus what programs are upcoming for us to be 
involved with in the future.  These same folks provide free fishing day support, give requested 
subject talks at our Chapter meeting, and get us involved in events ODFW sponsors in return. 


